Oregon State Precision Pistol Championship Results
October 16, 2021
The second annual state championship match to be held at Tri-County was a great day shooting outdoors and the last outdoor match of
the season for Tri-County. Roddy ordered fantastic weather and delivered! It is a pleasure to assist Roddy host the state match and it
seems to be well received so we are planning to do it this way again next year.
Results wise, it is pretty crowded at the top, but Sean pulled off his second big win in a row, winning both the regional and state
championship matches, CONGRATULATIONS SEAN!! Admittedly the margin was "only" 25 points this time versus the 50 point lead
he had at the regional, but I'm sure you all know that 25 points in the 2500 point range is nothing to sneeze at!
Congratulations to Wesley and Roy for also turning in 2500 range scores, great shooting all of you guys!!
It was no surprise that John "Iron Sights" owned the Distinguished Revolver match with a 259-7x which should give him those
elusive leg points. He also won the EIC service pistol match 248-2x which earned a gold, but the bummer is that unfortunately he was
just 2 points shy of the minimum score for leg points.
Simone and John almost tied the CMP 22 match at 271, but Simone sneaked in 2 more x's to take the gold and the EIC points.
Congratulations Simone and to John too! With only 2 points or 2 x's keeping John out of the top slots the day probably seemed a bit
gloomy, but he still delivered some pretty high-level shooting. As Maxwell Smart would say "missed it by thaaaaaaaaaaaat much".
Dave took the Reeves match, but then again, I'm sure he would prefer to have someone to compete with when he wins a match.
It's been a good year for bullseye, a big contrast to the rest of the world's craziness. It is great to have all of you join us for the "hardest
discipline in the NRA stable". See you all next season or maybe in the winter league!
RSS

Nice shooting guys!
It looks like Roy Dean is the winner of our first Oregon State EIC Match. His .22 NMC score of 292 (wow!) met the winning criteria:
1. High .22 NMC score (we had 6 competitors for 1 leg)
2. The score also beat the highest CF and .45 NMC
Roy earns his bronze point (1 of 3 points required for distinguished) and next year will be competing for his silver in CF.
Congrats Roy!
Was great shooting with you all!
Craig

